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This presentation addresses Percent 

Funded theory and application. 

Full Funding is not the subject of this 

presentation.



A brief survey precedes the main 

presentation.

Full audience participation is appreciated.



Audience Survey



Assume that Reserve Studies & Percent 
Funded are both PERFECT!

Unless otherwise mentioned, also assume 
the following: 

1. Zero interest & inflation

2. Single component study

3. Component Method “level” funding
example: $1,000/year contribution for a 5 year, 
$5,000 component



Even if you feel that inadequate data is 

provided, pick best answer.

Raise your hand high for best answer.

 If unsure, answer “Don’t know”.

Everyone participate. I’m collecting data.



Practice question: Of the 3 following colors, 

which is your favorite?

A. Red,     685.0 nm, 442 THz, #ff0000, 빨간
B. Green, 532.5 nm, 566 THz, #00ff00, 녹색
C. Blue,     472.5 nm, 637 THz, #0000ff, 파랑
D. I’m color blind

E. Don’t know



By what frequency are Percent Funded 

values listed in your studies?

A. By year

B. More frequently (by mo, wk, day, etc)

C. Less frequently (by decade, etc)

D. Not at all

E. Don’t know



Which reserve fund balance do you use 

to calculate Percent Funded?

A. Beginning balance

B. Ending balance

C. Beginning & Ending balances

D. Other balance (mid-year, etc)

E. None

F. Don’t know



For a single component study with 

Component Method “level” funding, 

which Percent Funded level is necessary?

A. Much more than 100% funded

B. 100% funded

C. Much less than 100% funded

D. Don’t know



Of the following Percent Funded levels, 

which indicates a need to reduce the 

current reserve contribution?

A. 120% 

B. 100%

C. 80%

D. Don’t know



Which Percent Funded level is better?

A. 70%

B. 30%

C. Don’t know



Does Mike need a haircut?

A. Yes

B. No

C. Don’t care

D. Don’t know



Calculations



Age = Useful Life – Remaining Life



Component Fully Funded Balance =

Age * Cost / Useful Life

Total FFB =

Sum of each component’s FFB



Percent Funded =

100% * Reserve Balance / Total FFB



Where is this coming from?



Gut Feeling

Ongoing Debate 

Experience

Dinner Conversation w/ 15 HOA CPA’s

Analysis



Concerns and the Impacted



Flawed De Facto Standard

Conclusions Defy Common Sense 

Drives Bad Decisions

 Inconsistent Results

Poorly Implemented

Misplaced Emphasis

Potentially Legislated

No Cautionary Warnings!

 Ignorance …



Besides Percent Funded, many concerns 

also relate to:

1. Fully Funded Balance

2. Surplus / (Deficit)

3. Total Current Replacement Cost

4. Total Component Quantity

5. Component Funding Method (slightly)



Some concerns presented here may be 
trivial, philosophical and controversial.

Some concerns may be specific to software 
or particular providers including myself, but 
do not view this presentation as personal 
attack.

Some concerns could be remedied through 
definitions and standards.

Some concerns are incurable.



Homeowners, Managers & Boards 

RS Providers

RS Organizations (APRA & CAI)

CPA’s

Sellers, Buyers, Realtors & Lenders

Attorneys

 Insurers

Legislators

Others ???



Core Issues



Invalid Conclusions

Poor Implementation

Extraordinary

Components are not “Liabilities”



Invalid Conclusions



1. Is one PF level better than another?

2. Does PF dictate contribution growth?

3. What PF is necessary?

4. Is there a Surplus or (Deficit)?



 Is a Percent Funded level better than 

another? 

Previously you were surveyed as to which 

Percent Funded level, 70% or 30%, was 

“better”. If you didn’t answer “Don’t 

Know”, you were wrong.

How so, you may ask (please do ask)!



Consider a $1M roof component with 30 

year life at 2 different times: 

1. One year before replacement

2. One year after replacement



Does Percent Funded level dictate 
contribution growth rate?

Previously you were surveyed as to which 
Percent Funded level, 120%, 100% or 
80%, indicated a need to reduce the 
current contribution. If you didn’t answer 
“Don’t Know”, you were wrong.

How so, you may ask (please do ask)!



Contribution is NOT in the calculation. 

PF is not normalized with respect to time.



What Percent Funded level is necessary?

Previously you were surveyed as to which 
Percent Funded level, >100%, 100% or 
<100%,  is necessary for a single 
component study with Component Method 
“level” funding. If you didn’t answer  <100%, 
you were wrong.

How so, you may ask (please do ask)!















We can’t say whether a percentage is 
better or worse than another.

We can’t determine contribution growth.

We can’t say what percentage is 
necessary.

We can’t distinguish between surplus and 
(deficit).



So far we’ve assumed that Reserve 

Studies and Percent Funded are both 

utterly PERFECT. 

Now let’s get real!



Implementation



At a gut level, we all know that 30 year 

projections are suspect. Take the 29th

year reserve fund balance, does anyone 

care to estimate that balance’s 

uncertainty? 

The answer probably exceeds +/-100%. 



Percent Funded implementation is rather 
loose. Let’s consider the following:

1. Rounding
2. Estimation uncertainty & propagation
3. Replacement day
4. Beginning or Ending fund balance
5. Remaining Life rules
6. Interest or non-Interest FFB equation
7. Existing Vs Future



Percent Funded ≠ 63.29%

Percent Funded = 63% (more likely 60%)



 Precision & Accuracy

 Estimate uncertainty

Quantity (+/- %)
Useful Life (+/- %)
Remaining Life (+/- %)
Cost (+/- %)

 Error propagation 

Inflation (+/- %)





FFB is one full year with no beginning, 

ending or day context.



Balance choice yields large differences.

Error magnitude relative to Useful Life.

Beginning is arguably the better choice.



1. 0 versus 1 based

2. > 30 years

3. > UL

4. Negative

5. Full life or 0 for current year replace



 Interest or non-interest equation

FFB = Cost * Age / UL

FFB = ( Cost * Age / UL ) *

( 1 + ( 1 + Interest Rate )-RL –

( 1 + Inflation Rate )-RL )



A paradox where the future product or 

process differs from the existing.



Presented with unjustified precision.

 Inconsistent balance & equation use.

Non-standard Remaining Life rules.



Extraordinary



1. Bank loan

2. Construction defect

3. Insurance recovery

4. Warranty repair



Components are not Liabilities



Scheduling tool

One-time only

Duplication

Presentation









Recap



1. Inconsistencies  based on both Useful & Remaining Life
2. Beginning or Ending Balance
3. Necessary percentage
4. Surplus or (Deficit)
5. Contribution growth rate
6. Status comparison: Percent Funded, FFB, Surplus/Deficit, Total CRC, Component qty
7. Rounding,  estimate uncertainly  & error propagation
8. 0 versus 1 based Remaining Life 
9. 0 or Full Remaining Life for current year replacement
10. Interest or non-interest FFB equation
11. Replacement day
12. One-time components
13. Remaining Life > Useful Life (delayed start)
14. Remaining Life > 30 years
15. Negative remaining life
16. Existing versus Future component product/process
17. Extraordinary: Bank Loan, Insurance, Construction Defect, Warranty
18. Components are not liabilities
19. Duplication
20. Component Presentation
21. Overemphasizes balance over income flow



The Percent Funded metric emphasizes 

balance over income stream.

A metric immune to PF’s pitfalls and able 

to encompass both balance and income 

stream is needed.

Contribution growth rate is a metric that 

fulfills these requirements.



Establish a funding goal or goals.

Craft Funding Plan.

Status based on the highest growth rate. *

Adequate less than inflation + 3%.

* subject to constraints



Constraints:

1. Prepared for year contribution growth is not evaluated but must 
be adopted.

2. Contribution percentage growth rate beyond the prepared for 
year shall never increase but may decrease.

3. No adopted reserve special assessments beyond prepared for 
year (multiyear payment plans are acceptable).

4. No reliance on un-adopted reserve special assessments.

5. No reliance on future reserve project loans beyond the prepared 
for year.

6. No reliance on uncertain extraordinary income such as 
insurance, construction defect, warranties, etc.



Q&A


